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2 lawmakers deny any link to  
Bangladeshi human trafficker

Assembly debates grilling of education and finance ministers

KUWAIT: Lawmakers are seen during a session of the National Assembly yesterday. — Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat

By B Izzak 
 
KUWAIT: Two Kuwaiti MPs yesterday denied any 
link to a Bangladeshi lawmaker - allegedly the leader 
of a major residency trading and human trafficking 
network - currently held in the country for interroga-
tion. Interior Minister Anas Al-Saleh announced ear-
lier this week that government officials and compa-
nies were involved in the scam, while social media 
reports published the names of the two lawmakers. 

One MP said that he did not have any link to the 
Bangladeshi lawmaker and called on those who have 
any evidence to go to court. He insisted that he was 
among the first to crack down on visa traders. The 
lawmaker said such issues are normally raised to tar-
nish his image ahead of the election and on the eve of 
grilling debates in the National Assembly. A lawyer of 
the other MP also denied any involvement of the law-
maker, saying he will file lawsuits against all social 
media users who published the name of his client. 

Continued on Page 16 

NEW DELHI: Three Indian soldiers were killed in 
a violent face-off on the Chinese border, the Indian 
army said yesterday, following weeks of rising ten-
sions and the deployment of thousands of extra 
troops from both sides. Brawls erupt regularly 
between the two nuclear-armed giants across their 
disputed 3,500-km frontier, but no one has been 
killed in decades. 

But the Indian army said there were “casualties 
on both sides” in Monday’s incident on the 
Himalayan frontier between China’s Tibet and 

India’s region Ladakh, although Beijing made no 
mention of any – while laying the blame squarely on 
Delhi. But the editor-in-chief of China’s Global 
Times newspaper said yesterday the Chinese mili-
tary also suffered casualties. 

“Based on what I know, Chinese side also suf-
fered casualties in the Galwan Valley physical 
clash,” Hu Xijin said in a tweet. He did not give fur-
ther details. The Global Times is published by the 
People’s Daily, the official newspaper of China’s rul-
ing Communist Party.  

“A violent face-off took place yesterday 
(Monday) night with casualties on both sides. The 
loss of lives on the Indian side includes an officer 
and two soldiers,” an Indian army spokesman said in 
a statement. “Senior military officials of the two 
sides are currently meeting at the venue to defuse 
the situation.”  
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Indian, Chinese  
troops in deadly  
border clash RIYADH: Saudi Arabia is expected to scale back or 

call off this year’s hajj pilgrimage for the first time in 
its modern history, observers say, a perilous deci-
sion as coronavirus cases spike. Deaths surpassed 
1,000 on Monday. Muslim nations are pressing 
Riyadh to give its much-delayed decision on 
whether the annual ritual will go ahead as scheduled 
in late July. But as the kingdom negotiates a call 
fraught with political and economic risks in a tinder-
box region, time is running out to organize logistics 
for one of the world’s largest mass gatherings. 

A full-scale hajj, which last year drew about 2.5 
million pilgrims, appears increasingly unlikely after 
authorities advised Muslims in late March to defer 

preparations due to the fast-spreading disease. “It’s 
a toss-up between holding a nominal hajj and 
scrapping it entirely,” a South Asian official in con-
tact with Saudi hajj authorities told AFP. A Saudi 
official told AFP: “The decision will soon be made 
and announced.” 

Indonesia, the world’s most populous Muslim 
nation, withdrew from the pilgrimage this month 
after pressing Riyadh for clarity, with a minister 
calling it a “very bitter and difficult decision”. 
Malaysia, Senegal and Singapore followed suit with 
similar announcements. Many other countries with 
Muslim populations – from Egypt and Morocco to 
Turkey, Lebanon and Bulgaria – have said they are 
still awaiting Riyadh’s decision. 

In countries like France, faith leaders have urged 
Muslims to “postpone” their pilgrimage plans until 
next year due to the prevailing risks.  
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Saudi faces hajj call  
as deaths top 1,000

SAN FRANCISCO: Facebook on Monday added 
a digital payments feature to its WhatsApp mes-
saging service, starting in Brazil but with an eye to 
expanding around the world. WhatsApp users in 
Brazil can use the encrypted mobile messaging 
service to send money or make purchases, 
Facebook said in a blog post. It marked the first 
time the payments platform used at the leading 
social network was woven into WhatsApp. 

People will be able to send money or make a 
purchase from a local business without leaving 
their chat, the company noted. “Payments on 
WhatsApp are beginning to roll out to people 
across Brazil beginning today and we look forward 
to bringing it to everyone as we go forward,” the 
service said. Sending money or making payments 
is a free option for WhatsApp users, but business-
es will be charged a processing fee on par with 
those charged for typically credit card transac-
tions, according to the messaging service. 

Facebook sees long-term, money-making 
potential in making its social network and messag-
ing apps venues for businesses to engage in online 
conversations and transactions with customers. 
“The over 10 million small and micro businesses 
are the heartbeat of Brazil’s communities,” 
WhatsApp said. “It’s become second nature to 
send a  zap  to a business to get questions 
answered.” Digital payments on WhatsApp will be 
tied to credit or debit cards to start, and transac-
tions will require special identification codes or 
fingerprint verification. — AFP 

First WhatsApp  
digital payments  
option launched

DOHA: Women, wearing masks, pose for a selfie at the waterfront corniche 
promenade on Monday as Qatar gradually lifts its COVID-19 lockdown. — AFP 

SARMADA, Syria: An employee sorts Turkish lira banknotes at a bank in this 
town in northwestern Idlib province on June 14, 2020. — AFP 

DOHA: Egyptian workers stranded in 
Qatar in the coronavirus lockdown have 
flown home, a community group said 
Monday, in the first of 18 repatriation 
flights that have overcome restrictions 
under a regional boycott. The flight with 
174 passengers on board left late on 
Sunday via neutral Oman to comply 
with Cairo’s ban on direct air traffic 
from Qatar, Egyptian media reported. 

It marks rare coordination between 
Doha and Cairo, which is part of a 
Saudi-led alliance of four Arab coun-

tries enforcing an embargo on Qatar. 
Riyadh, along with the United Arab 
Emirates, Bahrain and Egypt, cut 
diplomatic ties with Doha in June 
2017, shut their airspace to Qatari air-
craft and severed trade and maritime 
links with the Gulf country. They 
accuse Qatar of supporting radical 
Islamists and being too close to Iran, 
charges denied by Doha. 

“The first Egyptian evacuation 
flights took off from Qatar... the rest will 
come in succession,” the Egyptian 
Association in Doha wrote on its 
Facebook page alongside an image of 
passengers on the first leg to Oman. 
Once in Muscat the group, who were 
among 300,000 Egyptians living in 
Qatar, then switched onto an Egyptian 
aircraft for the flight to Cairo. 
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Egyptians in  
Qatar fly home  
amid embargo

IDLIB/ANKARA: Local authorities 
in northwest Syria are replacing the 
plummeting Syrian pound with the 
Turkish lira to shield their opposition-
held region from economic collapse, 
an official said Monday. The Salvation 
Government – an administrative body 
linked to the Hayat Tahrir al-Sham 
group which dominates the Idlib 
region – already started paying wages 
and salaries in Turkish lira last month, 
said Bassel Abdul Aziz, who heads its 
economy department. 

He said it has “instructed commer-

cial traders and money exchange 
houses” to circulate low-denomina-
tion Turkish coins and banknotes to 
be used “for everyday transactions in 
liberated territories instead of the 
Syrian pound”. At a money transfer 
office in the province on Sunday, an 
AFP correspondent saw bags of 
Turkish lira coins on the floor along-
side boxes filled with banknotes. 

In a statement on Friday, the United 
Nations said a “large” shipment of 
Turkish currency had reportedly  
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Idlib adopts Turkish lira; 
Turkey eyes Libya bases 


